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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 My name is Susan Anne Wells. I am the South Island Planning 

Manager of The Property Group Limited and an Associate Member of 

the New Zealand Planning Institute.  

1.2 I hold a Bachelor of Arts in English and French from the University of 

Canterbury, and am an Independent Resource Management Act 

Commissioner with Chair’s endorsement. Since 1995 I have been 

working as a Resource Management Act hearings’ panel 

member/chair through my eighteen years on the Shirley-Papanui 

Community Board, then the Spreydon-Heathcote Community 

Board and the Christchurch City Council.  

1.3 I retired from the Christchurch City Council in 2013 prior to the 

commencement of the detailed preparation of the proposed 

Replacement District Plan.  

1.4 In preparing this rebuttal evidence I have reviewed: 

 
(a) The initial proposals as notified as they relate to the submissions 

made by Phantom Billstickers Ltd 

(b) The submissions and further submissions made in relation to the 

initial proposals 

(c) The 2015 preliminary “redline” proposal  

(d) The 5 February 2016 Statement of Evidence of Adam Scott Blair 

of Behalf of Christchurch City Council, including the revised 

“redline” proposal 

(e) The Updated Section 32 analysis 

(f) The 4 February 2016 Statement of Evidence of Janet Helen 

Reeves on behalf of the Christchurch City Council  

(g) The Joint Memorandum of Counsel for Carter Group Limited 

(2330 and 3602), Scentre New Zealand Limited (2332), Kiwi 

Property Holdings Limited (2372), NPT Limited (2369, and 

Christchurch International Airport Limited (2348) lodged on 

16/2/2016 

(h) The evidence of Jonathan Clease lodged on 22/2/2016 relating to 

the submission as set out in clause (g) above 

(i) The evidence of Andrew Willis for the Crown (3721) as it relates 

to signage. 
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1.5 I have read and agree to comply with Code of Conduct for Expert 

Witnesses (Environment Court Practice Note 2014). This evidence is 

within my area of expertise except where I state that I am relying on 

facts or information provided by another person. I have not omitted to 

consider material facts known to me that might alter or detract from the 

opinions that I express. 

 

2. MECHANICAL CHANGES AND NUMBERING 

2.1 Mr Clease has provided a revised version of Mr Blair’s redline proposal 

which addresses a number of mechanical issues raised by other 

submitters, including Phantom Billstickers, and the Crown. 

2.2 To be clear, this rebuttal evidence addresses that revised clean copy 

version (Clease, Attachment 1b) as the proposal.   

2.3 Where Mr Clease has adopted the evidence of Mr Blair, I support the 

Clease/Blair evidence as adopted unless set out below. 

2.4 Where Mr Clease has made mechanical corrections, I support those 

corrections as per the clean copy version of Mr Clease’s iteration of Mr 

Blair’s evidence as set out at Mr Clease’s Attachment 1b unless set out 

below.  

2.5 I note that the numbering on Mr Clease’s track change version 

(Attachment 1a) differs from the clean copy version as per Attachment 

1b. In my evidence I adopt the numbering as per the clean copy version 

(Clease Attachment 1b). 

2.6 The clean copy version (Clease Attachment 1b) appears to have a 

numbering issue on Page 2 at ‘how to use the rules’ which has not 

affected the numbering in my evidence.  

 

3. POLICY 6.8.1.1 (enabling provision) 

3.1 One of the key policy changes I perceive now coming through in Mr 

Blair’s evidence for the Christchurch City Council is an understanding 

that small scale signage has positive as well as negative effects, and 

therefore should be enabled as well as controlled. I believe that is lost 

in Mr Clease’s current version and I do not support Mr Clease’s position 

in this regard.  

3.2 Policy 6.8.1.1 is the enabling policy which provides support for signage 

to be displayed in appropriate locations. 
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3.3 Mr Clease’s revised Policy 6.8.1.1 has deleted Mr Blair’s first and third 

bullet points; retained the second (albeit reworded) as 6.8.1.1 (b) and 

introduced a further new point now set out as 6.8.1.1 (a). 

3.4 Mr Clease’s 6.8.1.1 (a) enables signage as “an integral component of 

commercial and industrial environments, strategic infrastructure, and 

community activities;” I do support that policy addition. 

3.5 I also support 6.8.1.1 (b) which I believe should form the third element 

of the policy as a new 6.8.1.1 (c) as set out at paragraph 6 below. 

3.6 I believe that Mr Clease’s revised 6.8.1.1 (a) has lost the intention of the 

other element which came through in Mr Blair’s first point, which was to 

enable signage “which is necessary to meet the needs of businesses 

and other activities.” That is the policy element which underpins the 

various activity statuses of conforming prefabricated signs. I disagree 

with Mr Clease’s approach in this regard as I believe that the reality of 

the urban environment is that such signage is now a well-established 

part of the landscape, and that there is clear and demonstrable demand 

from business and community groups for signage of this type.  

 

3.7 I believe that Mr Blair’s first bullet point, “which is necessary to meet the 

needs of businesses and other activities”, is entirely consistent with the 

Independent Hearing’s Panel’s intention, through the Strategic 

Directions Chapter, to reduce the need for unnecessary consents. I 

therefore recommend that it be included in the final version of the 

proposal, as part of a new item (b) of three policy elements in a revised 

Policy 6.8.1.1 (set out at paragraph 6 below).  

 

3.7 Similarly, Mr Clease’s version has deleted an enabling element which 

Mr Blair had as Policy 1 (iii) signage which “responds to the scale and 

significance of the building and/or site on which it is displayed.” As a result I 

believe that the means that the proposal becomes less coherent 

particularly with regard to conforming prefabricated signs. I support the 

reinclusion/retention of Mr Blair’s (iii) as the second part of new item (b) 

in a revised Policy 6.8.1.1 (set out at paragraph 6 below.) 

 

4. POLICY 6.8.1.3 (managing the effects provision) 

4.1 Mr Clease includes a comparable policy to that Mr Blair’s Policy 1 (iii) 

above in his Policy 6.8.1.3 (c), which is the policy relating to “managing 

the potential effects of signage.” It indicates that an assessment matter 
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for managing effects whether the signage “is in proportion to the scale 

of buildings and the size of the site.” I support that inclusion.   

 

 

5. DEFINITIONS OF OFF-SITE SIGN and CONFORMING 

PREFABRICATED SIGN 

5.1 Mr Clease’s evidence does not suggest the removal of the definition of 

conforming prefabricated signs. I agree with his position.  

5.2 Mr Clease introduces a new definition, Off-site sign “means those signs 

advertising goods, services, or activities, and that are located on 

buildings or within sites other than the building or site where the goods, 

services, or activities are taking place. Off-site signs include billboards.” 

5.3 If that definition remains unaltered, it creates a contradiction within the 

proposal. On the one hand, conforming prefabricated signs have their 

own definition and controlled activity status; but this definition appears 

to capture them and so the proposal is ambiguous. I therefore suggest 

that if this definition is to remain it be amended so that it specifically 

excludes conforming prefabricated signs (as set out at Paragraph 6 

below.) 

 

 

6. MARKED UP VERSION OF ELEMENTS OF MR CLEASE’S 

PROPOSAL 1B: 

6.8.1.1 – Policy – Enabling signage in appropriate locations 

To enable signage 

a. As an integral component of commercial and industrial 

environments, strategic infrastructure, and community activities; 

b. Which supports and meets the needs of businesses and 

community activities in a manner which responds to the scale and 

significance of the building and/or site on which it is displayed 

B  c. That is necessary for public health and safety and to 

provide direction to the public. 

 

Off-site sign means those signs advertising goods, services, or 

activities, and that are located on buildings or within sites other than 
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the building or site where the goods, services, or activities are taking 

place. Off-site signs include billboards but excludes conforming 

prefabricated billboards 

 

7. ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE 

Phantom Billstickers submitter will be providing the Panel with 

supporting visual material at the hearing which will be intended to 

show the environment as it exists with regards to small scale poster 

signage.  

This material will be prepared as close as possible to the date of the 

hearing so as to ensure its currency.  

 

 

 

Susan Anne Wells 

24 February 2016 


